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NOTICE
All the writings and directives offered by author in this book, will 

not get involved in any results to the reader or audience. These are 
just author’s perspectives and views, and anyone can have their own 
different perspectives and views.

All the contents are due to the experience from different places, to 
teach, to open the mind, to insist and to motivate, but not to be taken 
as the compulsory rules and regulations to follow.

As we know, everyone has got their own different points of views 
and perspectives in life, so, you are not abided by anyone’s perspectives 
and views. Just know, you are free person with the rights to have free 
ways of perspectives and views of life.
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INTRODUCTION
 “Life is short, but contains long journey in it.”
“Life and the Philosophies of the Journey,” is a book telling about 

the life journey, various challenges, education, knowledge, skills, 
experience, motivations and the new positive perspectives of life in 
facing stuffs and moving forward in this life arena for the positive 
outcomes in this physical and spiritual world.

As it is, life is short for the time we have to be alive in this world 
compare to the amount of stuffs we are supposed to accomplish on 
time. Many use to say, “Time is not enough,” for those who have the 
hope of life; implies that, there is a lot of stuffs while time is very 
limited, and on the other side, we keep on decaying more and more.

But also, together with this shortness of time, but when you 
come to how hard some of the stuffs are, together with challenges 
and troubles that some of the people are experiencing, this lead for 
some  of them to see this journey as a very endless troubled journey, 
that reach a point, some feel like time is not moving, Universe has 
stopped and inclined on them, for those whose hope has gone.

This book has touched various aspects of such journey, such as 
how human travel in such journey, from their journey of birth into 
this world, their childhood, their raising, their youth, until their 
eldest age and decaying, also various challenges of life faced by 
human, spiritual faith, economics, entrepreneurship, administrative 
authority, ethics, parenting guardianship, growth, relationship, 
philosophies, knowledge, skills, answers, motivation and the way 
how humans tackle their environments and the societies at all.

They are words of teachings, knowledge, wisdom, skills, various 
philosophies, motivation, inspiration, hope, and to bring revelation, 
new image and focus of life, to face our environments, standing up 
again much stronger and moving on forward.
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Karibu Tanzania, Nchi Ya Vivutio (Welcome to Tanzania, The Land of Attractions)
Safari!

Jambo!

Habari Gani?

Hi!

Welcome!

Hola!

Salama!
Karibu!

Tufurahi!

Bonjour!

Enjoy!

- ICT SERVICES (COMPUTERS, PRINTERS, PHOTOCOPIER (ICT FACILITIES INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE 
& SUPPLY), NETWORKING, SOFTWARES, SYSTEMS, APPS, WEBSITES, REGISTRATIONS SERVICES, ETC) 

- CLEANING SERVICES OF BUILDINGS AND LANDSCAPE ACTIVITIES & CLEANING PRODUCTS
- PRINTING AND SERVICE ACTIVITIES RELATED TO PRINTING & CREATIVE GRAPHICS DESIGN
- SECURITY SERVICES
- ETC. HQ Physical Address:

Mob:
Email Address:
Website:

Mount Kilimanjaro, the Highest Volcanic Mountain in Africa || Serengeti National Park || Ngorongoro National Park & Crater
Manyara National Park || Mikumi National Park || Gombe ||  Rift Valley || Water Falls i.e Ruaha || Caves i.e Amboni 
National Museum || Historical Sites i.e Olduvai Gorge || Old Historical Tourism Cities such as Bagamoyo, Zanzibar & Kilwa

Great Camping & Hotels Accomodations || Land of Culture, Peace, Love, Hospitality, Good Policies & Diplomatic Affairs
Natural Resources: Precious Stones i.e Gold, Diamond & Tanzanite; Charcoal, Natural Gases & Oil || Wild Animals

Big Blessed Fertile Land, Rivers, Lakes i.e Victoria; Indian Ocean || Natural Vegetation, Forests, Agriculture & Livestock
Ports: International Harbors & Airports || Opportunities to Great Investment Environments, Infrastractures & Policies || Etc.

Ni Hao! Konnichiwa!
Ahlan! 

P.O Box  2174  - Dodoma, Tanzania
+255 767 978 697 // +255 785 400 450
info@jjr.co.tz
www.jjr.co.tz


